ACROSS
1 Children's story developed natural desires (8,6)
10 Pull together article about settlement (5)
11 Vegetarian woman endured being fed second and third helpings of liver (9)
12, 13 Alien had transformed American company's theatrical piece (2,5,7)
14 Medical professional regularly reuses bandage (5)
16 Had a go about religious group in several pieces (9)
19 Heads of business organisations endorse strict reforms to do with labour (9)
20 Author's written about 13 on which 6 may be left (5)
22, 25 Old fellow being mature about relationship in book (2,5,7)
27 Painter perhaps recorded impression of metal disc first (9)
28 Bottled up resistance all over social media? (5)
29 Work improbably leads to hapless man leaving solar system (6,8)

DOWN
2 Set condition on when to partake of feasts? (9)
3 Source of distraction briefly allowed to cause confusion (5)
4 3 helps tour provide cover for fixtures? (9)
5 Heavenly body exhibiting lower level of hydrogen in core (5)
6 Misses people who haven't taken part in matches? (9)
7 Commander recruiting soldiers in old meeting place (5)
8 Scan blocks half-hearted exploit causing fear (7)
9 Damage car, scratching wing in raid (6)
15 Force people working together to fill special auditor's position (9)
17 Supporter of new ventures in communist country rejected corruption (9)
18 Reference work mixed up the United States of America with half of Russia (9)
19 Very large amount of money supporting work for Native American (7)
21 Pathetic complaint upset the French (6)
23 Rotting material stinks outside entrance to urinal (5)
24 Sound of Hackney is almost the same as N8 (5)
26 Number cyclically permuting 0 and 1? (5)